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FROM THE EDITORS

Blockchains and Stealth Tactics 
for Teaching Security 

A s a university professor, I am in the 
habit of encouraging all computer sci-

ence and engineering students to take courses 
on, and if truly interested follow up with 
research in, computer security and applied 
cryptography. Of course, given that students 
do not have an infinite amount of available 
time, this often means, in essence, choosing 
security courses ahead of alternatives. And 
some of these alternatives are at times very   
appealing; higher on student priority lists; or 
appear to offer greater excitement, adventure, 
or coolness. Is computer security in a position 
to compete? As it turns out, we are in a fan-
tastic position, compared to almost all other 
technical subject areas. 

Practical applications of security and pri-
vacy technology are numerous, compelling, 
and easily explained. There is a deep—and 
sadly, ever-growing—pool of case studies 
to draw on, offering real-world examples of 
how security failures have had severe adverse 
impacts. And there are also many examples 
of how security has enabled new services and 
capabilities. These points are easy to convey 
after students are already in our courses but 
may not always be clear before students make 
a choice to take a security and privacy course. 
So there is a danger (from the viewpoint of 
those of us trying to save the world, i.e., teach 
security) that we may never get the opportu-
nity to present our case to students, should 
they predecide to bypass security-focused 
courses. Can we still save them, and the rest 
of the world, by finding a way to teach core 
aspects of security?

The approach I discuss here is what we 
might call teaching security by stealth—that is, 
working security into the curriculum so that 
students get it as a side effect of their desire 
to learn something else. We might liken this 
to mixing vitamins into their food—for their 

own benefit, of course—without them even 
knowing it. If we are to do this, however, we 
must specifically tailor the security content, 
trimming it down to the core parts specifically 
needed to support a primary subject matter 
and, ideally, deliver the security in modular, 
just-in-time fashion.

I will give one example for concreteness, 
to convey the idea and method. Rather than 
advertising your new course on the funda-
mentals of applied cryptography, consider 
instead convincing your department chair to 
allow you to offer an undergrad course on 
blockchains and smart contracts. (Caution: 
be sure to reserve some spots for the com-
puter science and engineering students, lest 
the business students fill all the seats.) Let’s 
set aside for the moment that blockchains 
have been overhyped to the point that they 
are viewed as the single answer to world hun-
ger and every other open problem known 
to humankind. Instead, we will join the cho-
rus and leverage this situation to advance our 
own agenda.

In our example, we first engage students 
with the idea of inventing a new cryptocur-
rency. Has that ever been done successfully? 
Indeed it has. Dispensing with the early aca-
demic history of Chaum and others, we can 
cut straight to the chase with the story of 
a mythical character, intellectually named 
Satoshi Nakamoto.1 Does this person exist? 
No one seems to know, even after 12 years, 
but whoever he or she is, this person seems 
certain to be rich. We can ask students to 
look into the pizza bought in May 2010 with 
10,000 bitcoins, setting up a two-part exam 
question. 1) What were the toppings? 2) Dis-
cuss whether the buyer or the seller got a bet-
ter deal, given that 1 bitcoin is now worth on 
the order of US$10,000. 

Leaving discussion of Bitcoin’s genesis 
block to the Department of Religious Stud-
ies, we can move directly to more interesting 
topics, like what modern tools are used for 
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mining coins? Hint: they are not 
shovels. Rather, this involves some-
thing called hash functions. It seems 
we will need a small side detour 
for a few minutes to learn about 
the algorithm SHA-256 and what 
properties are needed from these 
special functions. But I promise to 
return directly to the main topic of 
our course.

Many students interested in 
Bitcoin would, as they say, rather 
eat chopped liver than sign up for 
a mathematics course. And that is 
fine. The design of the Bitcoin sys-
tem is remarkably interesting and 
innovative—and math and cryp-
tography are at our service here. 
We view them like electricity: abso-
lutely essential as well as important 
to know how to use safely, lest you 
electrocute yourself. But thankfully, 
we can outsource the wiring of our 
electrical panel to master electri-
cians, rather than spend 10 years 
learning how for ourselves (unless, 
of course, it becomes our true pas-
sion). This approach allows us to 
become familiar with useful tools 
without making them our prime 
focus. A subset of students may also 
decide to learn more in a dedicated 
course on cryptography or security.

But let’s get back to the majority 
of students. They want to know Bit-
coin. Its design cleverly uses incen-
tives to align stakeholder interests, 
resulting in a system that offers 
properties previously unattained. It 
works surprisingly well in practice, 
despite eluding precise theoretical 
analysis—this is even viewed as a 
badge of honor by some students. 
Of course, along the way, we need 
another detour to teach just a few 
minor technical details about the 
general concept of digital signatures 
(since we need them to secure our 
transfer of coins) and the properties 
of public and private keys so that we 
understand Bitcoin better. 

Oh yes, and because Bitcoin user 
wallets, in which coins are stored 
(through private keys), rely on some 

efficiency tricks, it turns out that we 
must spend a few minutes discuss-
ing Merkle hash trees. Since these 
were really just a part of one chap-
ter of Merkle’s 1979 thesis,2 it need 
not take long to discuss. (You say 
these data structures actually inter-
est you? Well then, perhaps we can 
spend a bit more time on them, as 
an extra project, when we move on 
to Ethereum, where Merkle Patricia 
tries are used. But let’s remember, 
we are not here to learn about algo-
rithms but rather about cryptocur-
rencies, and perhaps the Silk Road, 
the underground economy, and 
how to become rich founding new 
startup companies. Of course, if you 
are also interested in a tiny bit of 
algorithm analysis, we will not deny 
you that pleasure.)

We will likely also want to 
mention to our students the dif-
ference between SHA-256 and 
RIPEMD-160 since both algo-
rithms are used in deriving Bitcoin 
addresses from public keys. And 
Bitcoin scripting is of course an 
opportunity to remind students how 
simple stack-based machines work. 
And if some students believe that 
their future lies in mining their own 
bitcoins, it will be helpful to teach 
them that efficient Bitcoin hashing 
is best done on customized hardware 
and that there are important differ-
ences between CPUs and graphics 
processing units (GPUs) and those 
things called application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) that the 
professional miners use.

In other words, with apologies, 
we will have to take a short detour to 
review a little bit about hardware.3 
At this point, we may as well also 
mention memory-hard hash func-
tions, such as Ethereum’s Ethash.4 
By the way, perhaps we should take 
a minute to review the simple idea 
of proof of work based on practical 
computation as this tends to come 
up fairly often. But let me remind 
you, we’re doing this only to under-
stand the Bitcoin economy.
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Now, moving ahead, some peo-
ple are more excited about Ethe-
reum5 than Bitcoin, so we’ll discuss 
the idea of smart contracts.6 Ethe-
reum extends the idea of Bitcoin 
scripts to general computability 
while still relying on the basis of a 
blockchain to avoid the need to rely 
on specific trusted authorities (and 
thus gaining protection from possi-
bly untrustworthy authorities). But 
now that we are interested in these 
cryptocurrencies, blockchains, and 
smart contracts, it seems that some 
details about trust and threat mod-
els, security, and, yes, cryptographic 
algorithms are worth understanding 
a bit better. What is it that delivers 
the confidence in currency trans-
actions being authentic? How do 
these things called hash pointers, 
a fundamental part of blockchain 
security, really work? And why does 
Ethereum use a heaviest-chain min-
ing model,7 instead of a longest-chain 
model, to produce new blocks every 
13–14 seconds, instead of every 10 
minutes for Bitcoin? Perhaps we 
should take a few minutes to see 
how distributed consensus is achieved 
in practice.8

Now that we have a basic under-
standing, further questions arise. 
What happens if an Ethereum con-
tract has programmatic flaws in it or, 
indeed, the Ethereum system has 
flaws—can we lose money? (Yes.) 
Can we lose a lot of money? (Well that 
depends—do you consider US$50 
or 100 million to be a lot of money? 
Don’t worry, losses that large happen 
only occasionally, not every day.9) 

This may motivate us to learn how 
to improve the security of individual 
smart contracts and smart-contract 
systems, given that, by design, 
smart contracts are meant to be 
self-governing and take autonomous 
decisions once deployed. Perhaps 
we should learn how to prove various 
properties of these short programs? 
I didn’t plan to spend much time 
on fundamentals and theory in this 

cryptocurrency course, but if you 
are really so interested, perhaps you 
would like to come back next term 
so that we can study those things in 
greater detail. We offer some inter-
esting security courses that may 
help satisfy your newfound curios-
ity. And by the way, there are some 
excellent careers in this field and a 
shortage of experts. I really had no 
idea that you would find these topics 
so interesting.

And thus, stealth tactics for teach-
ing computer security were born. 
We should add to this a few notes.10 
The first is that students who learn 
via the stealthy path (path one) 
may be overconfident in their abil-
ity to understand security, without 
the benefit of follow-up, dedicated 
security courses (path two); path 
one allows a high-level understand-
ing but is insufficient to build a sys-
tem or analyze technical risks. A 
second comment is that computer 
science instructors of a cryptocur-
rency course may find that they 
themselves lack background in the 
broader aspects of a strongly inter-
disciplinary subject area, including 
economic and business models, aside 
from human factors, networking, 
and systems engineering. 

Beyond our running cryptocur-
rency example, among numerous 
other candidate application topics 
on which to base a stealthy security 
course is contact tracing in the con-
text of COVID-19. This is itself a 
highly interdisciplinary topic span-
ning privacy, social issues, and epi-
demiology. Our belief, however, is 
that both students and professors 
have much to gain from studying 
real systems and challenges beyond 
single-pillar, artificially constrained 
academic problems. 
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